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Summary of Research Result：
The purpose of this research is detection of the supernova neutrino in SK-Gd. There
are two targets, one is neutrinos from nearby supernova explosion, the other is diffuse
neutrinos from the past supernovae called ‘Supernova Relic Neutrinos (SRN)’. The
SK-Gd project is gadolinium loading into Super-Kamiokande (SK) to increase inverse
beta decay interactions of anti-electron neutrinos. In the latter half of 2018, the SK
group did the refurbishment works of the SK tank. Due to this work, we confirmed
that the water leak completely stopped and ready to gadolinium loading. Just after
refurbishment works, at first, we resumed pure water operation as SK-V phase from
February, 2019. In FY 2019, our group performed the several detector calibration
works, especially, a measurement of absolute gain calibration (left figure in the next
page) and quantum efficiency measurement of each PMTs. For the preparation of the
gadolinium loading, our group measured the amount of radio-active background in
the gadolinium sulfate, and the result was published as listed. As for the SRN
analysis in SK-IV phase, which used pure water, we developed a brand-new neutron
tagging algorithm and estimated the background events caused by atmospheric
neutrinos. (right figure in the next page)
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The same result is obtained if relative gain correction factors are applied to the Nickel data:
2.46 is the best value for pc2pe in SK5.

decay reaction:

SKV relative gain corrections applied: /disk02/usr6/pdeperio/SKana/pc2pe/ana/pgain_sk5avg_19apr29
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I Large background rate is a↵ecting the
analysis

Observed one photo-electron distribution using Ni+Cf
source (gamma-ray) calibration for the determination
absolute 14th,
PMT gain.
R research Joint meeting,ofDecember
2019 (red: without
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each PMTs correction, blue: with correction)
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distribution for SRN search.
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